
For more than 125 years, LOTH has created smarter workplaces that help solve 
customers’ business issues. We bring together the best strategies, products 
and services that help people work more effectively, today and tomorrow.

$1M
Budget

A Focus on Wellness and Values

Plaskolite

In the new design all teams within the company are working 
in close quarters and share the same café, meeting spaces, 
lounge spaces, etc. Employees are running into other 

employees that they may not have seen in their previous space 
for weeks or months at a time. The cafe was designed for all 
employees to use to either relax, work, eat, or hold impromptu 
meetings. There’s now a lot more employee interaction than 
what they were used to.

30,000+ 
Square Feet

99 
Employees

AUG 2017 
Completion

The client felt that we did the best job of understanding 
who they are as a company, and were able to turn 
that knowledge into the most creative designs for 
their new space. They ultimately felt that we would 
be the best partner – not only to provide them with 
a great space, but to work with for years to come.
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           Our finished headquarters is spectacular! 
We couldn’t be prouder! Because of Ben and 
Kyla’s foresight and dedication, Plaskolite is now 
set for many years on our furniture and office 
needs. Mitch Grindley 

Plaskolite, President and CEO
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The CEO believes that the new space will not only 
help attract the best and brightest in their industry, 
but will actually help the companies revenue stream 
moving forward. 

We were thrilled to partner with a company that has 
such high family values and an amazing reuptation. 
They put a lot of trust in us to create a space that 
would allow them to be a leader in their industry for 
years to come, and we accomplished that together. 

To learn more about this project, visit  
www.lothinc.com/plaskolite

Goals + Key Issues
increase in 
collaborative work

attracting +  
retaining talent

multi-generations  
in the workplace

using space as 
a brand tool

increase workplace 
wellness

The building’s new location downtown is amazing, but we 
really focused on the wellness of the employees by giving 
them the ability to choose different places to work. Every 
employee now has direct access to windows, which was 
a huge difference from their old space. Every employee 
also received height adjustable desks.

All furnishings for the private offices, conference rooms, and 
workstations were Steelcase product.
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